MOISTURE DIVERSION METHOD #2.1 STANDARD RECESSED WINDOW w/ SLOPED SILL

STEP 1: FUTURE FLASH SEALANT

APPLY A 1/2" BEAD OF FUTURE FLASH SEALANT AS SHOWN ON ISOMETRIC DRAWING PRIOR TO INSTALLING STEP #2, FUTURE FLASH SILL DIVERTER SHEETS.

6"x 6" BUTTERFLY TAPE

SECURE BUTTERFLY TAPE WITH JT-21 STAPLES ADD BEAD OF FUTURE FLASH SEALANT
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STEP 2: FUTURE FLASH - 40

Run 12” 40mil. Future Flash Diverter Sheet along entire length of sill. Length of sheet should be the width of recess plus 12” to allow for 6” overlap on both sides.

Notes:
- See note in upper left corner to ensure utilizing appropriate material width.

Future Flash comes in 12”, 18”, 24” or 36” wide rolls. Use width appropriate to cover H (height) + S (slope) + 6” min.

Attach with JT-21 staples.
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STEP 3: FUTURE FLASH - 25

RUN 12” 25mil FUTURE FLASH DIVERTER SHEET ALONG RIGHT AND LEFT JAMB. MEASURE HEIGHT OF RECESS AND ADD 12” TO ALLOW FOR 6” OVERLAP ON EACH SIDE.

NOTE:
- MAKE SURE TO PRE-MEASURE RECESS AND RISE TO ENSURE APPROPRIATE MATERIAL WIDTH.

PLACE STAPLES IN RETURN ON SILL TO HOLD UNTIL FUTURE FLASH SEALANT HAS CURED

JT-21 STAPLES
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INSTALL WINDOW

AFTER STEP #3 AND BEFORE STEP #4 WINDOW IS INSTALLED. APPLY A 1/2” BEAD OF FUTURE FLASH SEALANT TO INSIDE FLANGE OF WINDOW. SET WINDOW IN OPENING, LEVEL WINDOW, AND FASTEN. APPLY ANOTHER 1/2” BEAD OF FUTURE FLASH SEALANT TO THE OUTSIDE FLANGE, TOOL SEALANT OVER OUTSIDE OF THE WINDOW FLANGE TO COVER ANY VOIDS BETWEEN WINDOW FLANGE AND FLASHING.

INSTALL WINDOW PER MANUFACTURER’S INSTRUCTIONS.
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STEP 4: FUTURE FLASH SEALANT

APPLY A 1/2” BEAD OF FUTURE FLASH SEALANT AS SHOWN IN THE ISOMETRIC PRIOR TO THE INSTALLATION OF STEP 5, FUTURE FLASH HEADER DIVERTER SHEET.

BEAD OF FUTURE FLASH SEALANT

USE JT-21 STAPLE TO HOLD FLASHING IN PLACE WHILE SEALANT CURES

3”x3” BEAD OF FUTURE FLASH SEALANT

FLASHING SYSTEM: METHOD #2.1 @ HEADER
STEP: 4
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STEP 5: FUTURE FLASH - 25

RUN 12" 25mil FUTURE FLASH DIVERTER SHEET ALONG HEADER, OVERLAPPING TOP OF NAIL FIN ON WINDOW. MEASURE 12" BEYOND OPENING TO ALLOW FOR 6" OVERLAY ON EACH SIDE.

PLACE STAPLE TO HOLD FLASHING IN PLACE UNTIL FUTURE FLASH SEALANT HAS CURED.